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Jorg Haider, leader of Austria's opposition party, stxslce Thursday to an informal group of students and 
professors about his part/s plans for the future of the country /  Daily photo L. Scott Robinson
Jorg Haider, Austrian visionary and devoted 
fan o f Gingrich politics, has found himself
L e a d in g
THE
OPPOSITION
By JasM D. PUm o h i
Do3y Staff Writer
See HAIDER, page 5
V O L U M E  U X ,  N o .  1 2 1
E uropean politics paid a visit to Cal Poly on Thursday as the leader of Austria’s opposi­tion party discussed his party’s agenda.
Dr. Jorg Haider, chairman of Austria’s 
Freedom Party — the right-wing opposition 
faction detractors call “fascist” — spoke at an in­
formal gathering of about 20 students and profes­
sors.
In his speech, Haider outlined his political 
pewty’s agenda, which has been called “radical 
right-populist.”
The event was sponsored by the history and 
political science departments.
By D d « Mysri
Doiy Stoff Wfiler
The media is a constant sub­
ject of debate and criticism.
But for Latino author and 
journalist Ruben Martinez, it is a 
field that both motivates and 
troubles him.
Martinez spoke at Cal Poly 
Wednesday night about media is­
sues and the need for addressing 
the state’s emerging multicul­
tural reality.
In his lecture entitled, “Writ­
ing and Imaging the New 
California; 'The Challenge of a 
'True Pluralism,” Martinez said it 
is possible for Latinos to have a 
voice in the media and all jour­
nalists, regardless of race.
“I (practice journalism), be­
cause it’s an act of love and 
loving history,” Martinez said. 
“The journalist is the first person 
on the scene when history is
being made.”
While Martinez’ love for the 
field is deeply rooted, he said the 
media tends to contribute to
" I  (practice journalism), 
because it's  an act of love 
and loving history. The 
journalist is the first 
person on the scene when 
history is being m ade."
Ruben M a rtin e i 
Latino author and journalist
negative images of minorities — 
images which Martinez said 
helped fan the flames of the Los 
Angeles Riots while re-enforcing 
racial stereotypes.
Martinez said terms such as
minority and majority are ir­
relevant, especially in diverse 
places such as California.
“It’s all one fault line of 
change,” he said.
Martinez expressed his con­
cern over stories that the media 
does not cover, especially ones 
concerning multiculturalism. He 
said few people even know that 
the number one radio station in 
Los Angeles has a Mexican for­
mat — KLAX — and that more 
than 4 million Latinos live in Los 
Angeles County today.
“By the year 2050, California 
will be an Asian-Latin Republic,” 
he said.
Martinez added that when 
people think of Los Angeles 
today, they think of gangs or O.J. 
Simpson, and that the media 
tends to perpetuate that percep­
tion while ignoring more impor- 
t a n t  i s s u e s  l ik e  th e  
See MARTINEZ, page 3
Poly task force 
proposes review 
of Health Center
By Karen E. Speeder
Doiy Stoff Wtitei _ _ _
After four months of research, 
a Health Services task force 
recommended at Wednesday 
night’s ASI Board of Directors 
meeting several program chan­
ges and a review of Health Cen­
ter services.
The task force, appointed by 
Vice President for Student Af­
fairs Juan Gonzalez, was com­
prised of selected students, facul­
ty and administrators, as well as 
'Tom Maier of the San Luis 
Obispo County Health Depart­
ment.
“The Health Center really 
needed a strong review as to the 
breadth and depth of health ser­
vices required by students,” Gon­
zalez said.
In the first public presenta­
tion of the task force’s findings, 
health education senior Robyn 
Cooke of the Student Health Ad­
visory Council and College of 
Business representative Leonard 
Spoto said any changes should 
not involve a health fee increase 
for students.
“We want the health fee to 
stay at $28 a quarter for the next 
three years,” Cooke said.
The task force also wants the 
university to commit to three 
years of stable funding rather 
than continue to raise the stu­
dent health fee.
See MEETING, page 6
What does ASI do? 
Responsibilities 
are great and varied
By Karan E. Spoadar
Doily Staff Wfiter
Behind all the gavel-banging 
and bill-writing, there is a cor­
poration working for Cal Poly 
students.
For two hours each Wednes­
day night, the ASI Board of 
Directors sifts through agenda 
items and decides, in part, what 
type of environment Cal Poly 
students will spend their college 
days in.
But their decision making 
stretches outside the walls of the 
University Union. Board mem­
bers attend countless meetings 
and interact with the ASI Execu­
tive Staff to stay apprised of stu- 
See ASI, page 6
Ag representatives to protest 
stadium site at senate meeting
By Erin Massey
Doiy Staff Writer
Los Angeles journalist examines media’s emerging role
Controversy continues over 
the placement of a new football 
stadium, despite the acceptance 
of the location by the campus 
planning committee headed by 
President Warren Baker.
Representatives of the College 
of Agriculture plan to visit the 
Academic Senate at its next 
meeting to protest losing some of 
their best land to the construc­
tion.
“The site for the football 
stadium and baseball field is bor­
dered by Highway 1 and High­
land (Drive),” said Robert 
Kitamura, the facilities planning 
director.
Kitamura added that the
proposed stadium — which will 
hold 15,000 fans — will occupy 
32 acres, including parking.
The plan also includes renova­
tion of Mott Gym as part of the 
facelift for Cal Poly athletics, and 
is currently being reviewed by 
the Master Plan Committee for a 
final consent.
Although the site has already 
been approved, the College of 
Agriculture, which is losing what 
they term “class one” land for the 
stadium, is proposing alternative 
sites to the senate.
“The resolution (to the senate) 
requests that President Baker 
move the location (of the 
stadium) to a location that is less 
important to the College of 
Agriculture,“ said environmental 
See LAND, page 2
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Disabled Campus Parking Permit Changes
111 order to utilize disabled parking spaces, students, 
faculty, staff, and university visitors will be required to 
obtain a state-issued disabled plate or placard for use 
with a Cal Poly parking permit. The new policy goes 
into effect June 19, the first day o f summer quaner.
T he DMV form required to obtain a plate or placard 
will be available at the following locations: Disabled 
Student Services office in University Union 202, Public 
Safety Services, the University Cashier in the Adminis­
tration Building, Room 131E and the Grand Avenue 
Information booth.
TODAY
CAPTURE Open for Summer Term • Sec CAPTURE schedule for 
complete informadon. Fees must be received three days prior to your 
scheduled registradon day. Also, last day to file petidon to withdraw 
from the term.
Sexual Harassment Mediation Training * This workshop will address 
how mediation may be an alternadvc to costly lidgation in cases of 
work place sexual harassment. The cost of the workshop is $20 
including materials, SLO City/County Library, 995 Palm St., 9 a.m. 
to noon. For reservations and informadon, call 546-0865.
Co-Op and Summer Job Workshop • 11 a.m. to noon. The workshop 
will be held in Career Services, Room 224 — 756-2501
THIS WEEKEND
Good Neighbor Day • Students will be helping to clean up San Luis 
Obispo from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Residents have until noon today to 
call a hotline to request help at 756-5827 
_____Agendo Items: t/o Gndy Webb. Gtophit Arts 226, Cnl Poly 93407 — Pax: 756-6784
FBI affidavit lays out alleged bomb-making plot
By Paul Oueory
Associoted Press
OKLAHOMA CITY — 
Timothy McVeigh and Terry 
Nichols were linked to a lethal 
inventory of bomb-making 
materials acquired in the months 
leading up to the federal building 
bombing and stashed in storage 
sheds across Kansas, according 
to an FBI affidavit released 
Thursday.
The statement also said 
Nichols wrote McVeigh a letter, 
to be delivered in the event of 
Nichols’ death, telling McVejgh 
to clear out two sheds and “Go 
for it!” alone.
The affidavit was unsealed in 
a court hearing for the 40-ye^- 
old Nichols, who along with 
McVeigh is charged in the dead­
liest terrorist attack in U.S. his­
tory, which claimed 167 lives.
Nichols, who was shackled
hand and foot, stared straight 
ahead when interim U.S. Attor­
ney Patrick Ryan told the court 
that Nichols faces the death 
penalty if convicted.
A search of Nichols’ house in 
Herington, Kan., found five 60- 
foot detonator cords with non­
electric blasting caps and several 
containers of ground ammonium 
nitrate, which “can be used as 
one ingredient of a booster for a 
See BOMBING, page 3
LAND: College of Agriculture, athletics at odds over new stadium site
From page 1
horticulture professor David 
Hannings. “The president wants 
to use (the College of Agricul­
ture’s) prime lab space for enter­
tainment.”
The College of Agriculture has 
6,000 acres of land, but Han­
nings contends that only 86 acres 
are “class one” land and half of 
that would be taken up by the 
stadium. ,
“Most of agriculture’s land is 
not class-one land,” Hannings 
said. “Athletics doesn’t have to 
build the stadium on the best 
farm land we have.”
“’The site of the stadium is 
very accessible and the size is 
suitable for that type of facility,” 
said Athletics Director John 
McCutcheon. “The proximity to 
the campus core and to student 
residents makes it more suitable 
(for Cal Poly).”
Hannings hopes to suggest al­
ternate land sites to the senate 
at the next meeting.
“There are several other sites 
that would cause less problems 
for agriculture,” Hannings said. 
“One is the rodeo and sheep unit 
or the 100 acres that is near 
Cuesta College.”
McCutcheon responded that 
the rodeo site was earmarked to 
be used for university expansion.
“The (rodeo) site has been 
identified for other uses — cam­
pus growth and expansion,” 
McCutcheon said. “We have to 
look five to 10 years ahead at 
more academic growth, (like the 
construction of) more buildings.” 
But according to Hannings, 
the College of Agriculture shares 
the desire to improve the quality 
of education.
“More energy should be put 
elsewhere towards more classes 
and more faculty to improve the 
academic side,” he said. “'That 
would be more beneficial.”
Hannings also suggested the 
current track could be a possible 
site that “would save money by 
building the bleachers into the 
hillside.” He said the student 
parking lot near that site would 
save space.
But McCutcheon disagreed. 
“The proximity of the track is 
too close to the neighborhoods,” 
he said. “Especially with the 
planned parking garage, there is 
not enough room and it is more 
cost-prohibited.”
With the site for the stadium
already accepted, the athletics 
department is interviewing 
various architectural firms to 
propose the stadium’s plan.
Kitamura explained that once 
a firm is chosen, the fund-raising 
aspect of the project will begin.
“Right now, when the raising 
of funds is completed, some 
phase (of construction) will be 
completed in three years,” 
Kitamura said.
“The administrators (who are 
handling the plan) are a little 
quiet,” Hannings said. “We are 
talking about a football stadium 
that will cost $40 million.”
Hannings added that he felt 
the university should have been 
better informed of the stadium’s 
progress.
City and regional planning 
professor David Dubbink agreed, 
saying that he has also never 
seen the studies done on the 
other possible sites.
“The land was bought and 
given to Cal Poly for good quality 
agriculture programs,” Hannings 
said. “Campus planning has ig­
nored the pleas of our college 
(even though) agriculture is part 
of the heritage of Cal Poly.”
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Mustang Daily
Has positions available  
this fall for
Advertising Representatives.
We are looking for self-motivated, 
enthusiastic full  ^ time students 
who wou Id like to work in commissioned 
sales. If interested, submit a copy of 
your resume to: Advertising Director, 
Mustang Daily, Graphic Arts 226. 
Positions are currently available 
for fall 1995.
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More women use the Internet than previously has been predicted
By Elizab«rii W«ì m
Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO — Boys, 
boys, boys — that’s how most 
people think of the Internet.
But a survey by Internet 
demographer John Quarterman
has found that far from being ut­
terly male dominated, the gender 
balance on the net as of Decem­
ber 1994 was a little less than 2- 
to-1.
It’s not great, but since 
received wisdom has been that
MARTINEZ: Oklahoma Qty coverage discussed
From page 1
ever-changing culture of the city.
“The rate ot intermarriage 
today is higher than ever,” Mar­
tinez said. “What culture results 
from this? Do we have to create 
new terms for races?”
The media sometimes condi­
tions readers’ perceptions, Mar­
tinez said. For example, when 
people think of a place like Com­
pton, they immediately think 
African-American. However, 50 
percent of Compton is Latino, he 
said.
Martinez also talked of how 
certain political groups have 
used the media in the past for 
their own gain while claiming to 
represent the “majority.”
“Republicans have used our 
media for their political pur­
poses,” Martinez said. “The story 
I want to see and write about is 
the real majority. The real 
majority does not vote.”
Martinez also spoke on the 
recent coverage of the Oklahoma 
bombing, saying it was the 
media at its worst and best.
“I felt more American than I 
have in a long time,” he said, 
referring to sympathy he felt for 
the victims of the bombing and 
their families.
But he criticized the media for 
jumping to the conclusion that 
the bombing suspects were of 
Middle Eastern descent.
“I felt like I was sharing the 
tragedy until I realized they 
were immediately searching for 
Arab suspects,” he said. 'The 
media’s attempt to place the 
blame on foreigners was soon 
discredited when authorities ar­
rested bomb suspect Timothy 
McVeigh, a Caucasian from Mid­
dle America.
Author and journalist Ruben 
Martinez addresses multicultural 
issues and the media /  Daily 
photo by L Scott Robinson
Martinez’s work has appeared 
in The Nation, The New York 
Times and the Los Angeles 
Times. He also co-hosts “Life and 
Times” on KCET, which can be 
seen nightly on Sonic Cable’s 
Channel 8 at 7:30 p.m.
“He has accomplished all of 
this by age 31,” said Cal Poly 
journalism professor Victor 
Valle. “Few Latino journalists 
have had the confidence to pull 
this off. He is in a class by him­
self.”
Journalism junior Amanda 
Myers said Martinez “spoke elo­
quently about controversial mul­
ticultural issues.”
Martinez closed by saying the 
most jagged differences between 
people are not race but class.
“We all need to come and sit 
at the same table,” he said.
BOMBING: Nichols is questioned
From page 2
fertilizer-fuel oil bomb,” the af­
fidavit said.
The 10-page document also 
said FBI agents found a fuel 
meter which can be used to ob­
tain “the proper volume of diesel 
oil to ammonium nitrate for a 
bomb.”
Nichols’ appearance before 
U.S. Magistrate Ronald Howland 
in a makeshift courtroom at the 
foderai prison in El Reno came 
24 hours after authorities trans­
ferred him to Oklahoma City 
from Kansas, where he had been 
held as a material witness.
'Timothy McVeigh, Nichols’ 
Army buddy, business partner 
and political compatriot, has 
been held at the El Reno prison 
since being charged with the 
bombing two days after the April 
19 attack.
Clad in a dingy white T-shirt 
and rumpled olive pants, Nichols 
sat hunched over the defense 
table, answering the magistrate’s 
questions with “Yes, your honor” 
and “Yes, sir.”
Defense attorneys did not con­
test prosecutors’ request that 
Nichols be held until a May 18 
preliminary hearing.
According to the affidavit, in­
vestigators found a receipt for 
the September 1994 purchase of 
a ton of ammonium nitrate fer­
tilizer from a Kansas farm supp­
ly store. The receipt, under the 
name “Mike Havens,” bears 
McVeigh’s fingerprint, the FBI 
said. An additional ton of fer­
tilizer was purchased at the 
same store the next month by
“Mike Havens.”
The affidavit also linked 
Nichols and McVeigh with 
storage units rented in Kansas 
just before the two fertilizer pur­
chases.
'The affidavit submitted by 
agent Henry C. Gibbons also said 
that on April 15 and 16, Nichols 
purchased more than two dozen 
gallons of diesel fuel from service 
stations in Manhattan and Junc­
tion City, Kan.
James T. 'Thurman, chief of 
the FBI explosives laboratory in 
Washington, concluded the bomb 
“would have been constructed 
over a period of time utilizing a 
large quantity of bomb parapher­
nalia,” including fertilizer, fuel 
oil, boosters, detonators or blast­
ing caps, detonation cord, fusing 
systems and containers, the af­
fidavit said.
Thurman said the bomb 
“would necessarily have involved 
the efforts of more than one per­
son.”
Nichols told the FBI during 
his initial questioning just days 
after the bombing that he knows 
how to make a bomb by blending 
ammonium nitrate with diesel 
fuel. He said he had ammonium 
nitrate at his home until April 
21, but then put it on his lawn as 
fertilizer after reading in the 
newspaper that the substance 
was used in the Oklahoma City 
bombing
According to the affidavit, 
Nichols also said he met 
McVeigh in downtown Oklahoma 
City on April 16, and again in
Junction City, Kan., on April 18.
men outnumber women online 
9-to-l, the idea that women 
might make up 33 percent of 
cyberspace is astounding.
And of prime importance for 
businesses looking at a fertile 
new market.
“The use of Internet services 
such as the World Wide Web is 
obviously spread across a more 
d iverse  po p u la tio n  th an  
previously believed,” said Smoot 
Carl-Mitchell of Matrix Informa­
tion & Directory Services, the
Austin-based Internet market 
research firm which did the sur­
vey.
For the Internet at large, the 
survey found the ratio of male to 
female users was 64 percent to 
36 percent.
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From The Hip :
w hat's the biggest sacrifice your 
mom has made for you?
\  ■ \  f
“Putting up with my 
temper tantrums 
when I was a kid.”
V m n s  An g
Agrkuiturai enginoering junior
“Coming here to 
America and starting 
a new' hfe for us.”
Fro<ty Fong
Construction management junior
. t ' k
“She went without 
nice clothes for years 
to make sure I was 
clothed and fed.”
O i a r U i  Smith 
Qectrkol engineering junior
“My mom got a job so 
1 could go to college.”
Pholido Gom os 
Sobol srience senior
X .
“What sacrifice hasn’t 
she made? She’s done 
everything.”
Soon Fotooh
Mechanical engineering freshman
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Mothers deserve more than one day of thanks
By Nathan Abler
Phoios by L. ScoU Robinson
Mother’s Day is the celebration of motherhood. The 
problem is, motherhood doesn’t just last one day; once 
begun, it lasts a lifetime.
It’s not just a job; it’s a career.
My mother began her career on Feb. 12, 1968, when 
she gave birth to my older sister, Danielle. On that day, 
she embarked on a 27-year (and counting) journey 
through the trials and triumphs of motherhood.
Since then, she gave birth to myself and my three little 
sisters, Sarah (14), Mary (12) and Veronica (9).
She will complete her child-rearing years and begin 
her “golden years” around 2004 (that is, if Veronica 
doesn’t stay at home during college).
My mother has never complained to me about being a 
mother. She was always there when we needed her, never 
complaining (but not always smiling, either).
When she was sick, she was there. When I was sick, 
she was there.
'The only times I remember her not being there were 
when she was in the hospital after giving birth to my lit­
tle sisters. And, when I wanted to play sports, she would 
say: “Don’t come crying to me,” when I was slightly in­
jured.
Even now, when I am 200 miles away from her, she is 
there, supporting me in my college career.
'Thanks to the miracle of the Internet and the fact that
The only times 1 remember her not 
being there were when she was in 
the hospital after giving birth to my 
little sisters.
Cal Poly and UCLA (where my mom works) students and 
faculty have free access to the ‘Net, I can keep in touch 
with my mom.
'Through the ‘Net I am able to save money (a mother’s 
dream) and have near-instant feedback to help me with 
my problems. Now I can tell my mom everything that is 
happening in my life (that a mother should know) and not 
have to pay for it.
Being a mother may be enough for some women, but 
not my mom. After 25 years of being a housewife, my 
mom went back to school. In June of 1993, my mother 
received her master’s degree from UCLA in Library and 
Information Sciences. Now she works at least 40 hours a 
week and still performs as a great mother. She has help
from my older sister, but she is still there when she is 
needed.
When I told my mom I would be living with my aunt 
and her family during the week to go to another junior 
college, she cried. She knew that was the beginning of the 
rest of my life.
When I decided to come to Cal Poly instead of Cal 
State Northridge, she supported me. I could have stayed 
closer to home, but she encouraged me to follow my best 
judgment.
Mothers should be celebrated more 
than once a year. Ws great to 
celebrate motherhood^ but one day 
isn't enough.
Mothers should be celebrated more than once a year. 
It’s great to celebrate motherhood, but one day isn’t 
enough.
Think back to when you scraped your knee. Who 
kissed it to make it better? Probably your mother. Who 
helped you with your homework when it was due the day 
before?
Mothers are the type of people who give up their sleep 
to handle problems at three in the morning.
There should be a Month of the Mothers — one full 
month of celebrating motherhood, the ups and downs and 
the lowlights and the highlights — like there is a week 
devoted to women (the annual Cal Poly Women’s Week).
Although all mothers are women, not all women are 
mothers. 'Therefore, there should be a longer celebration 
for those who are responsible for bringing us into this 
world.
I understand there are some mothers that are prettier, 
happier, nicer, and those who cook better than other 
mothers, but mom is mom. I know I wouldn’t trade 
mothers with anyone.
I just want to say thank you to my mother for every­
thing she has done.
Mom, thanks and I love you.
Nathan Abler is a journalism senior and a Daily staff 
writer who plans on keeping in touch with his mother, no 
matter how much it costs.
What is the Cal Poly Plan, anyway?
re: 'AdminKtralion calk for {Judenfs opinions,* May 10, and " C d  Poly Plan' is not 
the best solution,* Moy 11
For the past couple of days, commentaries have ap­
peared that either support or come out against the Cal 
Poly Plan, based on snippets of information that can be 
traced hack to the content of a Mustang Daily news ar­
ticle about a week ago. Does anybody really know what 
the Cal Poly Plan consists of? Or are we just going to 
speculate ourselves to death in the editorial section.
Wait a minute — here’s an idea I bet nobody thought
of: Why doesn’t President Baker provide copies of the Cal 
Poly Plan to the students, faculty, and staff by placing 
them in the library and department offices? How about a 
copy or two in the U.U.?
Baker has said he wishes to receive student input 
about it, so lets get the info before we all leave for the 
summer. Before we say that it is or isn’t for the best, 
maybe somebody actually should take a look at the whole 
thing.
D o r  Btm an
Arddtadure senior
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Poly Wheelmen getting set 
to host championship race
By Kally Koring
Doily Staff Wiitef
Competing in the most im­
portant race of the year, the 
Cal Poly Wheelmen will des­
cend on campus this weekend 
in an attempt to capture the 
West Coast championship title 
for the fourth straight year.
“This is the biggest race of 
the year,” aeronautical en­
gineering junior Pat Esquibel 
said. “Usually Cal Poly hosts a 
race in mid-March, but this 
time we are hosting the cham­
pionship.”
Esquibel, a member of the 
Wheelmen and this year’s race 
director, said hosting this race 
gives them an advantage over 
their competitors.
“The top five teams go on to 
nationals,” Esquibel said. 
“Right now Cal Poly is sixth 
and we are fighting with UCSB 
and UCLA for the number five 
spot.”
Esquibel said only 20 points 
separate the three teams — a 
spread which is not much when 
the total points accumulated 
throughout the season, which 
runs from February to April, 
adds up to 900.
According to environmental 
engineering junior Mike Sal- 
laberry, the top 12 of 27 teams 
will be racing at Cal Poly this 
weekend. Sallaberry, the 
Wheelmen’s publicity director, 
said they expect over 1,000 
people to attend the race and 
about 350 racers.
The weekend is broken 
down into three races. The big 
race. The Juice Club Criterium, 
is on Sunday. This is a high 
speed 30-mile race hiked in a 
loop around the red brick 
residence halls.
“The race course will be 
blocked off during the race,” 
said Cal Poly Police Chief ibm
Mitchell. “Our role is to make 
sure no one interferes with the 
course.”
In the past, Mitchell said he 
has been pleased with the 
Wheelmen races at Cal Poly.
“There is really little need 
for our presence,” he said. “The 
Wheelmen have safe courses 
and safe events.”
According to Mitchell, the 
race will not interfere with 
dorm parking nor those walk­
ing to their dorms. However, 
the area will be blocked off 
from traffic during the race.
Mitchell said that blocking 
off a portion of Grand Avenue 
may get tricky because Greek 
Week functions are happening 
concurrently, but he said he 
doesn’t think traffic will be a 
big problem.
“There might be a slight 
delay for those driving around 
campus,” Mitchell said.
The other two races are off 
campus. The Power Bar Road 
Race on Saturday will start at 
the KOA campground in Santa 
Margarita and finish in the 
Pozo area.
fn addition, Sallaberry said 
there will also be the La Cues- 
ta Motor Inn 'Team Trial, 
where each school puts 
together a five-person team 
and races against the clock. Ac­
cording to Sallaberry, all three 
races are tallied and added 
together for the best overall 
score.
Sallaberry said the teams 
they race against are all club 
teams and each school hosts a 
weekend race throughout the 
season. This is Cal Poly’s first 
time hosting the championship.
“This is the last race,” 
Esquibel said. “This race will 
decide who goes to Reno for na­
tionals and who doesn’t.”
Students go global with building class
Ericsson Raynet’s remarkable flexible loop solutions are 
turning futuristic technologies like digital video on demand, 
analog broadcast, high-definition television, interactive multi- 
media, and high-speed data into everyday, at home realities. 
Spend your summer with us in one of these opportunities.
Summer Internship 
Opportunities
Human Resources
You will be responsible for a variety of activities in 
compensation, staffing, as well as additional areas within 
our HR Department. Strong verbal/written communication 
and interpersonal relationship skills are essential. We are 
seeking a Business, HR or Behavioral Science major.
Accounting
Performs a variety of accounting transactions in Accounts 
Payable, Accounts Receivable, general accounting and 
financial analysis. We are seeking an Accounting major 
preferably with knowledge of telecommunication. Strong 
verbal/written communication and interpersonal relationship 
skills are essential.
For prompt consideration, please send your resume, 
indicating position o f interest, to Professional Staffing, 
Ericsson Raynet, 155 Constitution Drive, MS-6, Menlo 
Park, CA 94025-1106 or fax to 415-324-6711. EOE. 
Principals only, please.
ERICSSON ^
ftaynet
By Tim Wiliams
Doily Staff Writer
A 300-page term project may 
not sound attractive to all stu­
dents, but to some Cal Poly con­
struction management (CM) 
majors, it was a key to another 
world.
Construction management 
professor Matt Wall runs what 
some CM majors consider the 
toughest class offered by the 
department.
But what wasn’t listed in the 
catalog under CM 453 — a class 
focusing on project development 
— was a trip for three students 
over spring break to the Philip­
pines to present a project to 
developers.
Wall said he requires an in- 
depth feasibility project each 
quarter. But this past fall 
quarter, the project led to a full- 
scale research project involving a 
journey to the Philippines,
“I try to present real-life 
project ideas to the students,” 
Wall said. “They really get into 
the project when they actually 
see their work being used.”
During fall quarter. Wall 
worked on earthquake repara­
tions in N orthridge with 
Stephanie Burns, an associate 
with some developers in the 
Philippines. Burns mentioned 
her involvement in the Clark Air 
Force Base project — a former 
military base in the Philippines. 
The project outlines a plan to 
turn the U.S. base into a casino 
and hotel.
“I asked her if I could present 
the plan to my students,” Wall 
said, adding that Burns agreed.
The students had to pay for 
their airfare, but the developers 
paid for the students’ expenses in 
the Philippines.
Both Burns and the students 
were excited about the project.
“When she offered to bring us 
to the Philippines to present our 
project, I said ‘Man, I’m gonna 
go!’ ” CM graduate student John 
O’Brien said.
O’Brien and two other CM 
seniors took the offer and spent 
10 days in the Philippines during 
the 1995 spring break.
^'(Students) really get into 
the project when they 
actually see their w ork 
being used/
Matt Wall
Construction management professor
“We had to pay for our flight 
over there,” said CM senior 
Kevin Wade. “But once we got 
over there, they treated us like 
kings.”
O’Brien, Wade and CM senior 
Chris Roveda were guided 
around the Southern Pacific 
( country by government agents. 
The students also got to see 
first-hand how roads and other 
construction  projects are 
developed in the Philippines.
“Beinj a student,” Wade said, 
“You don’t think you have a lot to
offer the world. You’d be 
surprised at how much the world 
looks at your education, and you 
won’t realize it until someone 
asks you, *How do you do this?’ 
then all your education comes 
back to you.”
O’Brien said the idea of the 
trip kept him going while he 
completed the project for the 
class.
“I was surprised when we got 
to Manila and we were sitting in 
this luxury hotel with a bunch of 
‘big-wigs’ ” O’Brien said.
The three set their schedules 
to mix both work and vacation­
ing equally.
“We spent three days surfing 
in the South China Sea with no 
one around,” Wade said. “I think 
the experience helped me both 
academically and mentally.”
While the trip to the Phil- 
lipines was a first for CM stu­
dents, Wall said he plans to tie 
more of his term projects to 
foreign development in the fu­
ture — particularly in the Philip­
pines.
“I see it as an excellent oppor­
tunity for the students to see the 
growth potential in other 
countries, as well as let them see 
another side of the world,” Wall 
said.
Wade said the experience was 
invaluable.
“I think they should make it a 
college requirement to travel to 
another country, but I know it’s 
not feasible,” Wade said.
Scientist links Simpson’s blood to murder scene
By Undo Deutsch
Assaioted Press
LOS ANGELES — A scientist 
in e x tr ic a b ly  lin k ed  O .J. 
Simpson’s DNA type 'Thursday to 
a blood splotch found near two 
bodies, concluding there was less 
than a one-in-170-million chance 
that anyone other than Simpson 
left that genetic fingerprint, 
Robin Cotton, director of 
Cellmark Diagnostics, also used 
complex calculations to closely 
link Simpson to four other drops 
of blood collected from the crime 
scene and his mansion.
The most astronomical figures 
involved a pair of socks found 
near Simpson’s bed. Cotton said 
one sock contained the DNA type 
of Simpson’s slain ex-wife, Nicole 
Brown Simpson. Asked how 
many other whites shared that 
DNA type. Cotton said one in 9.7 
billion.
Prosecutor George Clark 
noted the figure was larger than 
the Earth’s population, es­
timated at 5.5 billion, meaning 
that Ms, Simpson was literally 
the only person whose blood 
could be on that sock.
The results, while presenting 
a powerful courtroom show for 
jurors, didn’t answer many ques­
tions already raised by Simpson’s 
defense, including whether the 
blood samples were collected im­
properly and how Simpson’s 
blood and that of the two victims 
arrived at the places where they 
were found.
The defense has suggested a 
detective smeared Ms. Simpson’s 
blood on the sock and that some­
one else scattered Simpson’s 
blood from a sample he provided 
to police.
HAIDER: Warns of immigration wave into Austria from the ‘East’
From page 1
Haider took charge of the 
party in 1986 and has seen its 
membership grow from 1 percent 
to a cuiTent level of 26 percent of 
the population.
His aspiration is to see his 
party gain a political majority in 
the country, which would enable 
him to become chancellor of 
Austria.
According to HSiider, his party 
opposes the current socialist-led 
government of Austria.
In his speech, H aider 
described the country’s political 
system as dominated by two par­
ties that control the parliament.
“It is a system,” he said, “that 
is not good democracy.”
Haider outlined the political 
views of his party. One of the 
more controversial is its stance 
on immigration.
“We must close our borders to 
the increased immigration from 
the East,” Haider said. “We are 
too small of a covmtry to allow so 
many people access to our bor­
ders.”
Because Austria is a small 
Central European country, 
people from former Communist 
Bloc countries are trying to leave 
in an attempt to better their 
lives, Haider said.
This week’s defeat of the 
Socialist party in France’s 
presidential elections may add 
fuel to the cause of Haider’s 
party.
Haider said he views Jacques 
Chirac’s victory in France as a 
chance to reverse the socialist in­
fluence in Europe, and specifical­
ly its influence on the European 
CJommunity.
The EC is an attempt by 
European countries to unify the 
currency of the different nations, 
as well as bring some unity to 
the countries.
But some, like Haider, claim 
the current plan was too heavily 
influenced by socialists and see it 
as a threat against their in­
dividual sovereignty.
Haider’s views also hit home 
in America, as similarities to the 
Republican victories in Novem­
ber can be seen.
In fact, Haider said he views 
Republican Speaker of the House
Newt Gingrich as a political 
hero.
The similarities don’t end 
there, however.
Haider’s party has a resolu­
tion entitled “Contract with 
Austria” which lists six points of 
change in the social welfare sys­
tem and legislature.
It bears striking resemblance 
to the Republicans’ “Contract 
With America” — both parties 
want to decrease the amount of 
government in their countries.
The party  also has a 
proclamation entitled “Austria 
First” which is similar to some of 
the immigration policies enacted 
by the passage of California’s
Proposition 187.
'The F reedom  P a r ty ’s 
proclamation calls for several 
steps to eliminate the illegal im­
migration taking place in the 
country as well as steps to limit 
the amount of legal immigrants.
One of the more controversial 
statements made is the require­
ment of limiting the number of 
children in schools who do not 
speak the “German mother- 
tongue.”
The total number of children 
who do not speak German as 
their native language would be 
limited to 30 percent. If the num­
ber rises, the creation of “special 
classes for aliens” must occur.
“The anti-immigrant stance 
has been used by many groups,” 
said Carl Lutrin, political science 
professor. “Haider uses it in 
much the same way as Gov. Wil­
son did in his last campaign.”
Haider has been characterized 
as “either a fascist or a 
psychopath,” by his opposition, 
according to history professor 
Max Riedlsperger.
Lutrin said he feels having 
Haider speak at Cal Poly was a 
good idea. While Lutrin said the 
views of Haider are not the same 
as his, he said it was good to 
hear a speaker with different 
views than the norm.
“It’s rare when we get a 
chance to listen to a political 
figure like him at Cal Poly,” he 
said.
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MEETING: New services may be added to Health Center, but students want university to commit to stable funding
From page 1
“It seems the appropriate 
funds come out of (students’) 
pockets,” Spoto said. “We want to 
ensure that students (do not) 
fork out more and more money.”
Other recommendations in­
cluded im plem entation of 
anonymous HIV testing for stu­
dents partially funded by the 
county, an increase in women’s 
and men’s health services and a 
review of services such as der­
matology and optometry.
Members of the task force also 
want an investigation into ex­
pansion of dental and physical 
therapy services, as well as a 
“self-care center” in the lobby 
where students could peruse 
health care literature.
In a separate action, the 
board passed a bill that will set a 
policy for ASI employees to 
handle crisis situations in ASI.
If ASI employees foresee a 
problem within ASI, they will 
report the issue to their im­
mediate superior, who will then 
either report the issue to his or 
her superior or dismiss it if it is 
deemed unreasonable.
Employees can submit re­
quests for a meeting to the ex­
ecutive director, chair of the 
board and ASI president if dis­
satisfied with how the issue is 
handled.
And if the board cannot 
resolve the issue, it can request 
outside assistance “from any ex­
terior entity,” the bill reads.
In othar A S I b u sh a ss:
• Gonzalez announced that 
ASI President Erica Brown ap­
pointed four students to help
develop a student survey for 
President W arren B aker’s 
proposed plan to improve the 
quality of education at Cal Poly.
Selected faculty and staff will 
also develop the survey, which 
should be administered in the 
fall, Gonzalez said.
'The survey will try to deter­
mine what students want out of 
•their education and overall ex­
perience at Cal Poly, he said, and 
will help develop a Cal Poly plan.
Gonzalez has been bombarded 
with input, he said, and requests 
to survey other people aside from 
students.
"The bandwagon is start­
ing to get so long, it^s 
from here to Santo Mario 
by n o w . We^re anxious to 
start the debate."
Juan Gonzalez
VP for Student Affairs
“The bandwagon is starting to 
get so long, it’s from here to 
Santa Maria by now,” he said. 
“We’re anxious to start the 
debate. There is no plan — there 
is an invitation to .. . develop the 
Cal Poly plan.”
• This fall, Gonzalez said, no 
Cuesta College students will be 
allowed to live in the residence 
halls.
The waiting list of Cal Poly 
students to live in the dorms was 
so long, the university “made the 
decision . . .  not to extend that in­
vitation to Cuesta College stu­
dents,” he said.
The university also hopes to 
connect the South Mountain
halls, he said, by the end of this 
summer, and wants to ensure all 
residence halls are connected to 
the university computer net­
work.
• Part-time chemistry lec­
turer Gail Wilson is appealing to 
the university the decision not to 
remove Harrigan from her posi­
tion as executive director.
Wilson collected 1,051 student 
signatures in March calling for a 
vote of “no confidence” in Har­
rigan. She needed 750 to launch 
a campus-wide referendum.
But ASI attorneys deemed the 
petition invalid because Har­
rigan is an ASI employee, not an 
elected official.
• Staff Council representative 
Pat Harris said the council wants 
to implement training to deal 
with the diversity of Cal Poly 
students.
The council held a forum in 
which students aired their ex­
periences with racial discrimina­
tion on campus.
'This prompted the council to 
draft a certificate which faculty 
and staff can voluntarily sign 
and hang in their offices if they 
are committed to promoting 
diversity on campus.
'The certificate is titled, “An 
affirmation to create a better en­
vironment for all Cal Poly stu­
dents.”
This would assure students 
the certificate “is there because 
people believe in it — and those 
are people (students) can talk 
to,” Harris said.
• The board discussed a bill 
which would allow the it to meet 
annually or biannually with past 
ASI leaders for suggestions and 
different perspectives on ASI is­
sues.
“I’m not proposing it cost stu­
dents anything,” said College of 
Agriculture representative Steve
McShane. “They’d be there to 
bounce ideas off.”
Harrigan and Gonzalez ex­
pressed support for the bill, but 
said it needs fine-tuning.
“I think it could be a great 
benefit to ASI,” Harrigan said. 
“We might just need to spend 
some time (determining) how to 
make it useful.”
“This is a stroke of brilliance,” 
Gonzalez said. “We’ve got 90 
years of students who’ve par­
ticipated in ASI . . .  That’s ab­
solutely a wealth we’ve got to ex­
plore.”
Others said the bill must 
clarify what qualifies someone as 
an influential leader and how
" I t  will be more of o pain 
for us to attend workshop. 
I am very much against 
any kind of bill requiring 
the Board of Directors go 
to w orkshop."
T J .  Plew
ASi Elections choir
long the leader must be gone 
before returning to serve on an 
advisory council.
“There are many excellent 
student leaders who aren’t in­
volved in ASI or Facilities and 
Operations that could provide . . .  
excellent feedback,” said Director 
of Programs and Facilities John 
Stipicevich.
The bill will be discussed fur­
ther next week.
• College of Liberal Arts rep­
resentative Brien Porter intro­
duced a bill to crack down on 
board members who do not 
regularly attend Monday night 
workshops, where board mem-
bers discuss all agenda items for 
the Wednesday board meetings.
If a board member fell belov 
60 percent in monthly atten 
dance to the workshops, the 
chair of the board would notify 
the board member’s college coun­
cil.
Upon the second consecutive 
month of insufficient attendance, 
the bill reads, the chair of the 
board could dismiss the board 
member.
Chair of the Board Jon Lew 
and Vice Chair Mike Flippin con­
sistently remind board members 
that attendance at workshops is 
essential to understand agenda 
items before discussing them or 
voting on them at the meetings.
But many board members still 
do not attend the Monday meet­
ings.
Despite this, several board 
members expressed discontent 
with a bill mandating they at­
tend workshop when they are 
often busy with other commit­
ments and worried about 
graduation.
“It will be more of a pain for 
us to attend workshop,” said 
Elections Chair T.J. Plew. “I am 
very much against any kind of 
bill requiring the Board of Direc­
tors go to workshop.”
College of Liberal Arts repre­
sentative Tim Newman dis­
agreed.
“I can understand as much as 
anyone, people are trying to 
graduate and are burnt out,” he 
said. “But it’s still very impor­
tant — you made a commitment 
to be informed. You have an 
obligation to be there.”
• ASI received its first bill 
from Foundation — $16,452 — 
for handling ASI payroll and 
human resources services, said 
ASI Executive Director Polly 
Harrigan.
ASI: Representatives’ duties in $8 million corporation are both visible and behind the scenes
From page 1 
dent needs.
Aside from this, each officer 
and representative has unique 
responsibilities.
Chair of the Board Jon Lew 
said his tasks range from 
“providing the board with the 
tools to succeed” to overseeing all 
ASI committees and acting as 
chief spokesman for the board.
Lew handles internal func­
tions of ASI, he said, while ASI 
President Erica Brown is more 
visible to students and works ex­
ternally, such as through the 
state Legislature and the 
California State University 
Chancellor’s Office.
Other officers’ duties are more 
limited — Vice President for 
Finance Jason Koehn, elected by 
the ASI Finance Committee, 
handles ASI finances.
And Vice President for Opera­
tions Steve Steinhauer, elected 
by ASI’s Facilities and Opera­
tions committee, deals with the 
operation of campus facilities, 
such as the U.U.
With the year drawing to a 
close. Lew and other board mem­
bers reflected on their achieve­
ments and the positive experien­
ces they have had on the board.
“Where else can you be in col­
lege and be leading an $8 million 
corporation?” asked Lew, who 
will train next year’s board.
While Lew is looking forward 
to graduating in June, he said he 
will miss the experiences he has 
gained as chair of the board.
“When I graduate. I’ll be miss­
ing Cal Poly,” he said. “I’ll miss 
the people (on ASI) too.”
C)ther board members echoed 
that sentiment.
ASI President Erica Brown 
smiled as she described the feel­
ing of pride that sweeps over her 
when a “spark goes ofP and a 
fresh idea is implemented.
She, too, said she will remem­
ber the people she has worked 
with on the board and 
throughout ASI.
College of Engineering repre­
sentative James Huffman con­
curred.
“I really enjoy working with 
the high quality of people that 
we have in ASI,” he said. “It is a 
great feeling to work with a dedi­
cated group of individuals who 
are very responsive to students. I 
will definitely miss working with 
the people who have become very 
good friends.”
Brown interacts with students 
“to see what (they) need and 
want on campus (and tries to 
make) whatever students want a 
reality,” she said.
To do this. Brown researches 
methods of communication. She 
then takes that research to the 
state Legislature, the CSU 
Chancellor’s Office in Long 
Beach, the community or ad­
ministration.
“A lot of it, too, is bringing in­
formation to the right place,” she 
said.
However, Brown doesn’t al­
ways have all the answers, she 
said.
“You’re really supposed to 
know everything,” she said. “I try 
to communicate with everyone as 
much as possible, which is often 
very difficult.”
Both Brown and Lew agreed 
that the board and the ASI E.x- 
ecutive Staff have helped them 
accomplish their goals.
Brown noted that ASI Execu­
tive Vice Pi'esident Mike Aquino, 
whom she selected, has bee* ) 
pivotal in carrying out her 
duties. The ASI president also 
selects his or her executive staff.
Lew added that his “right- 
hand man,” Vice Chair of the 
Board Mike Flippin, has been 
“extremely helpful.”
Without the dedication of 
board members. Lew said, the 
board would not have been suc­
cessful in implementing bills and 
facing challenges this year.
“'They’ve stuck together,” he 
said. “The board has a good back­
bone to it.”
This year’s Executive Staff, A- 
quino added, has aided both the 
president and the board as a 
whole.
“’They are an integral part of 
the success of the president,” he 
said. “They are . . .  the extra 
arms and legs — without them, 
(the board wouldn’t) have a lot of 
things done.”
"O ve r the years, Tve 
seen too many students 
pass through the board 
and cover our ASI with 
Band-Aids.
Steve McShane
Agriculture representative
'The staff, Aquino said, tends 
to projects and committees, such 
as Greek Relations, Special 
Projects and Student Relations.
Aquino serves as the chief of 
staff for the nine-member Execu­
tive Staff. He coordinates and as­
signs projects to the staff and 
sets goals for them.
“I keep individual staff mem­
bers accountable for projects,” he 
said. “I work with them on any 
personal problems and monitor 
their progress.”
Aquino often reviews state 
and CSU issues and advises 
Brown on what action to take.
Working with the Executive 
Staff, he said, has been reward­
ing. ’The staffs behind-the-scenes
role for the campus — they fostei 
change. And those who want 
changes on campus need to get 
involved, he said.
“People need to change their 
perceptions,” he said. “People 
want change on campus, but . . .  
(they) are not willing to devote 
the time and energy to make a 
change.”
If people have other priorities, 
he said, that’s fine — but don’t 
complain.
The feeling of satisfaction A- 
quino gets from completing a 
project with his staff, he said, 
has made his time on the board 
memorable.
Some accomplishments this 
year, he said, have included eve­
ning parking permits and course 
evaluations for students.
And Aquino, his staff and 
others have made progress, he 
said, in their requests for addi­
tional lighting around campus.
Brown added that the Out­
reach Program enacted in winter 
quarter proved to be an effective 
“new form of communication.”
The program allowed the Ex­
ecutive Staff to speak with and 
update different clubs on ASI 
happenings.
Flippin also commended this 
year’s board and staff.
“They’re humorous and fun — 
they’re just pleasant people to 
work with,” he said.
Flippin, in addition to aiding 
Lew, conducts ASI cabinet meet­
ings and is the “main (com­
municator) between the (ASI) 
Board of Directors and Executive 
Secretary” Carmen Alicea, he 
said.
“I make sure information is 
relayed to Jon and the Board of 
Directors,” he said.
College representatives also 
act as communicators — they 
relay information from the board 
to their college councils.
“Currently, all college-af­
filiated clubs get their ASI news, 
information and events via a rep­
resentative — who gets it from 
the college council — who gets 
(information) from the director,” 
said College of Agriculture repre­
sentative Steve McShane. “'The 
lines of communication are intri­
cate.”
McShane, who has drafted 
several bills for the board, has 
enjoyed serving the students, he 
said.
“The thing I like most is the 
ability to stay informed and 
make a difference,” he said. “I’m 
into what I do on the board.
“Over the years. I’ve seen too 
many students pass through the 
board and cover our ASI with 
Band-Aids,” McShane continued. 
“I’m into it to make a difference 
and stick her back into shape.”
Board members agreed that 
careful budgeting of time has 
been essential.
“I feel I’m as close to a minor 
in time management as I can 
get,” McShane said. “With a high 
level of involvement, a lack of 
time management is death in 
less than a month.”
'Their commitment to work 
and positive attitudes were also 
key, board members said.
“If I ever have a question 
about some aspect of ASI or need 
some details on a certain issue, 
someone is usually able to come 
up with a thorough response 
within a day — usually hours,” 
Huffman said.
And while McShane said that 
next year’s board and Executive 
Staff “has their work cut out for 
them,” many board members en­
couraged them to get enthused 
about their new positions.
“C5o for it — it’s a great ex­
perience,” Lew advised. "Cal 
Poly’s philosophy is ‘learn by 
doing,’(and) ASI is the doers.”
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JORDAN: Bulls fined $25,000 for not informing league of jersey change BASEBALL: NLRB comes down hard on owners
S
From page 8
your number and that applies e- 
qually to every player in the 
league.”
Jordan plans to wear 23 — 
the number he made famous 
before retiring in October 1993 
— again Friday when the Bulls 
play host to the Magic in Game 
3. It’s expected that he will go 
back to wearing his black shoes.
However, the league said the 
team had yet to request a jersey 
change for Jordan, and the Bulls 
face another $25,000 fine if Jor­
dan wears No. 23 again without 
approval.
“For any player to change, it 
has to be approved,” league 
spokesman Jan Hubbard said. 
“As of now, the league has not 
been asked to approve the 
change.”
The best-of-7 series, tied at a 
game apiece, has been over­
shadowed by a piece of clothing 
and the man who wears it.
The Bulls fielded several calls 
Thursday from irate parents, 
who had ponied up big money to 
buy No. 45 items for kids who 
adored their role model.
“I would feel for Mrs. Jones,” 
Krause said, using a hypotheti­
cal name for a parent. “But I 
would also say Michael has a 
right to do as he chooses. I don’t 
think Michael went to Mrs. 
Jones and said, ‘Go buy my jer­
sey.”’
Said Bulls forward Scottie 
Pippen: “Tell ‘em to reach deep 
and get 23.”
Jordan, the NBA’s all-time 
leading playoff scorer, reached 
the point where it was time to 
get 23 after he scored only 19 
points on 8-for-22 shooting in 
Game 1. Wednesday, in his new 
number, he was 17-of-30 and
scored 38 points.
“I’ve been carrying a 23 jersey 
ever since he came out of retire­
ment two months ago,” Bulls e- 
quipment manager John Lig- 
manowski said. “I talked to him 
from time to time about whether 
he wanted to go back to it. After 
Sunday’s game, we talked again. 
And before (Wednesday’s) game, 
I said, ‘Are we going to make the 
change?’ He smiled, nodded and 
said, ‘Yeah.”’
After Game 1, Orlando guard 
Nick Anderson had said that 
“number 45 doesn’t explode like 
number 23 used to.”
“It was a response-type 
thing,” said Bulls coach Phil 
Jackson, who wasn’t aware Jor­
dan was going to change num­
bers until just before the game. 
“There were some comments 
about he’s not the same old 23. I 
think that was his response: ‘OK, 
now check this out.”’
From page 8
harsh in their questioning of 
lawyer Frank Casey the owners 
decided to replace him.
N ew m an and  W in te r  
remained dubious of the owners’ 
position Thursday but were less 
sarcastic. Mahoney didn’t speak 
during the session.
The National Labor Relations 
Board’s case against the owners 
is scheduled to be tried before an 
administrative law judge May 
22.
Eugene Orza, the union’s No. 
2 official, said the questioning 
“does support a solidifying of 
views” behind U.S. District 
Judge Sonia Sotomayor.
The NLRB charged owners 
with unilaterally eliminating 
free agent bidding and salary ar­
bitration Feb. 6, three days after 
they rescinded the salary cap 
and promised the NLRB to re­
store the status quo.
Cl h s s if ie d
Under labor law, management 
can’t alter the key rules of an ex­
pired collective bargaining agree­
ment until an impasse in 
negotiations. The key rules are 
called mandatory terms, as op­
posed to permissive terms.
W inter again suggested 
owners made a key mistake 
when they rescinded the salary 
cap.
“Why haven’t you argued 
there has been an impasse?” he 
asked Leslie.
The reason was that owners 
agreed to withdraw their decla­
ration of impasse on Feb. 3 after 
the NLRB said it was prepared 
to issue an unfair labor practice 
complaint against them.
Newman proposed that the 
deal with the NLRB locked the 
teams into all the terms of the 
old collective bargaining agree­
ment.
TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALL 756-1T 43
Campus Clubs
SPJ ROAD TRIP
TOUR A PUBLICATION COMPANY & 
PLAY AT MAGIC MOUNTAIN!! 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY MAY 12 & 13 
QUESTIONS?? CALL AMY 546-0829
Announcements
Af^ PLi6ATI6ii§AVAIUBLEF6Fi
STUDENT FOUNDATION 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
IN ASI EXEC OFFICE, UU217A 
DUE FRIDAY. 5/12 AT NOON
APPLY FOR F & O
Positions are now avaiiable tor 
1995-1996 ASI Facilities and 
Operations Committee. Sign-up 
Available at ASI Business 
Otiice. Applications DUE 5/15
JournalismSweatshirts!!!
2 different styies at 
great prices. All this week in 
Graphic Arts 2nd Floor-Next to 
Mustang Dally.
ASI FINANCE COMMITTEE HAS OPENINGS IN:
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING (2) 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS (1) 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN UU217A
ATTN ALL CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
DO YOU HAVE AN EVENT COMING UP? 
HOW ABOUT GIVING AWAY 
FLANNEL BOXER SHORTS. 
CHECK OUT ASBURY CLOTHING CO. 
A SENIOR PROJECT 
CALL NICK 541-6307
BUSINESSCOUNCILELECTIONS
MAY 16 7;00 PM 03-206 
ALL COB WELCOME 
CALL BRAD HOWARD FOR MORE INFO 
547-0566
ESL CONVERSATION CLASSES 
FREE AND FUN!
MEET INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
IMPROVE YOUR SPEAKING SKILLS 
LEARN IDIOMS & VOCABULARY 
RELAXED ENVIRONMENT 
FRIDAYS 2-4PM IN BLDG 10-138 
OR CALL X2067 FOR INFO
Announ cements’^ S
FUNDRAISINGMEMBERSHIP
DRIVE IS COMING TO KCPR 91.3 ON 
WENESDAY, MAY 10,1995. PLEASE 
SUPPORT COLLEGE RADIO!
r«. ireekNews
A X n
GET EXCITED FOR MAY 19th!!
A O n  RETREAT
IT'S ALL GOOD! HAVE A BLAST!!
AOn’S RuT e !!
GOOD LUCK IN GREEK WEEK! DON T 
EVER GIVE UP! AOR PRIDE!!!
GREEK WEEK SAT. 8-12 GOOD 
NEIGHBOR DAY 12PM POWDERPUFF 
12-8 WRESTLING SUN. 8-12 AM TENNIS 
12-5 SOCCER 8-1, OLYMPIAD 1-6 
TUB RACE! GREEK WEEK '95!!
NOTHING ELSE MATTERSGREEK WEEK ’95 MAY 10-20!!
Events.
MAY DAZE ALMOST 5KFUN RUN
WED MAY 17 6P.M. REGISTER AT REC 
SPORTS COST: $5 OR $12 W/T-SHIRT 
ALL AGES WELCOME! ?S: 756-1366
Lost & Found
WHERE IS MY BIKE? IT'S OLD, BLUE 
UGLY & TAKEN FROM HOUSE ON 
SLACK ST. HAS SENTIMENTAL VALUE 
PLEASE RETURN.n o  QUESTIONS ASKED
Wanted
SCOOTER WANTED; Honda 80 or 
Yamaha 125-Greg, 543-6649
STUDENT SEEKING TRAVEL PARTNER 
TO SHARE EXPENSES DRIVING CROSS 
COUNTRY JUL/AUG 543-7394 RICHELLE
For Sale ^
79 DAT210 RUNS. TUNED, JBL SPKRS, 
$300 OR OFFER LAILA 542-9924
Services
ALPHA CRlisiS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24 HOUR LIFELINE 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
541-CARE (541-2273)
At Gynecology
B(rth Control 
Options. Free 
Preg Test.
Confidential 
805 544 5000
Private Math Lessons All 100- 
500 courses, Ph.D College Prof.
SCORE MORE!! GMAT 72 Pts GRE214 Pts LSAT 7.5 Pts
PRINCETON REVIEW (805) 995-0176
Travel
DO EUROPE 
$249 anytime!
Hawaii $129- Jamaica $318 rA 
$Cheap$Fares$Worldwide$
Call for Free program description 
AIRHITCH tm 310-394-0550
DO EUROPE $269 ANYTIME!
If you're a little flexible, 
we can help you beat the 
airline's prices. 
tJO  HIDDEN CHARGES* 
•CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE*AIRHITCH 310-394-0550
Opportunities
!!! CAUTION I!!
Make No Investments Or Provide 
Bantdr>g or Credit Information 
Without Investigating Advertisements 
In The Opportunities Section
CASH FOR COLLEGE.900,000 GRANTS 
AVAIL. No repayment - EVER! 
Qualify immed. 1(800)243-2435
_ Personals
Meet your companion! 
1 -^ -9 4 5 -6 1 0 0  
Ext. 6481 
$2.99 per. min.
Must be 18 yrs. old 
Procall Co. (602) 954-7420
Employment
IF YOUR JOB
SUCKS!
CALL ME.I NEED 3 COLLEGE STUDENTS 
TO WORK WITH ME IN MY 
BUSINESS THIS SUMMER.ADVANTAGES 
MAKE $535 PER WEEKA^ESUME. CALL 
MR. BRAD LEDWITH FOR APT 773-6700
$1750 weekly possfcle mailing 
our circulars. Inlo 202-298-1057
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-FishIng 
Industry. Earn to $3,000-$6,000+ 
/month+benefits. Male/Female.
No experience rtecessary.
(206) 545-4155 ext. A60054
Catalina Island Camps seeks 
Boys Cabin Counselors; Waterski 
and Archery Instructors. 6/21- 
8/22. 19yrs & lyr college 
Salary & roorrvboard 
Call 310-410-7688.
Counselors for boys cabins 
SUMMER JOBS IN SANTA CRUZ MTNS. 
Kennolyn Camps, a private, co-ed. 
Summer Camp in N.California is 
seeking qualify counselors. 
Genuine Interest in working 
with children essential. We need 
Naturalist, Driver(prel over 25) 
Outpost Director, Head Riding 
Instructor(English) Vaulting 
Instructor, Climbing & Ropes 
Course instmctors, WSis, 
Ceramics, & Stained glass 
instructors. Yearbook editor.
Video operator/editor.Some other 
positions open. Call collect 
(408)479-6714 lor information
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- 
A Earn w  to $2,0004-/month.
World Travel. Seasonal & 
fulFtime positions. No 
exp. rrecessary. For info cail 
1-206-634-0468 ext. C60055
Work in Malt)u O a resident 
Summer camp Positions available;
riflery,wrangler,sports,sailing 
Instructors, counselors.lifeguards 
pool supervisors & nurses. Dates 
are June 11-Aug 26.
For more Info Call 1800-700-CAMP
HW t tW  HOTICED MOW 
DRESStS UP FOR ^N'(TM\RG AHSMORt' 
PEOPLE LOOK. U K t 5VOSS 
EVER'IWHERE T O  GO.
T
EVER'IBOO'CS RUDE, TOO. PEOPLE 
SWE^R ALL THE TIME, AHD NOU CAW 
FORGET ABOUT BE\HG ADDRESSED 
AS "MR.’ OR ’5\R.' THERE'S WO 
RESPECT FOR AHMOWE. ,___ ^
HOW COME I  GOTTA 
CHAHGE THE WORLD
- V
DAY CAMPS servirrg San Fernando 
& Conejo Valleys, SimI, MaHbu 
& Camarillo seek fun, caring 
counselors & spec, instructors 
tor nature, horseback riding, 
sports, swimming, gym. crafts, 
flshin^oating, song leading, 
ropes courses & more Now 
interviewing (818) 865-6263
Employment
DO YOUR SUMMER WORK PLANS 
HAVE YOUR STOMACH TURNED UPSIDE 
DOWN? IF SO CALL ME. MAKE $1880/ 
MONTH AND BUILD YOUR RESUME 
CALL BRAD 7736700 FOR AN APPT
LIVE LIKE A GYPSY*GET PAID LIKE 
A KING! MAKE $550PER WEEK THIS 
SUMMER. TRAVEL*RESUME BUILDER* 
CHALLENGE. CALL BRAD LEDWITH 
773-6700 FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
RESORT JOBS-Work at one of the 
many Resorts In the United 
States. Locations Include 
Hawaii, Florida, Rockies, New 
EnglarKi, etc. Earn to $12/hr.
Tips. For more Information,
Call (206) 632-0150 Ext. R60052
Summer Jobs!
FINE HIGH SIERRA FAMILY RESORT 
SEEKS LIVE-IN COUNSELORS 
(20-UP)TO TEACH:WESTERN RIDING 
& EOUITATION(3);FOLK GUITAR A 
LEAD SING-A-LONG CAMPFIRES(1); 
CANOEING(1);PRE-SCHOOL;AGES 
2-7(4);SWIMMING(2); ADULT 
CRAFTS A JEWELRY(1). ALSO NEED 
FRONT DESK A BARTENDER- PH: 
800-227-9966. Dsily/Wknds OK
SUMMER? HOW ABOUT LAKE TAHOE? 
FR. A SOPH. ENCOURAGE TO APPLY 
CHEAP HOUSING ERWIN 545-5990
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK. Make up 
to $2.000-$4,000+/mo. teaching 
basic conversational English in 
Japan. Taiwan, or S.Korea No 
teaching background or Asian 
languages required. For 
inlormationcall:(206)632-1146 
ext J60054
WORK IN THE SIERRAS THIS 
SUMMER! JAMESON RANCH CAMP 
SEEKS MATURE SUTDENTS TO WORK 
AS COUNSELORS AT OUR RUSTIC, 
SELF-SUFFICIENT.CHILDREN'S 
CAMP. WE NEED POSITIVE ROLE- 
MODELS TO WORK IN OUR FAMILY 
COMMUNITY WHO HAVE AT LEAST 
ONE TEACHABLE SKILL.I.E.HORSE 
BACK RIDING. HORSE VAULTING. 
LIFEGUARDS, ETC. RM. BD, PLUS 
GOOD SALARY. CALL 805-536-8888 
FOR BROCHURE AND APPLICATION.
Rental Housing
3 BEDROOM 2 1/2 BATH LUXURY CONDO 
$1,250.00/M0. INFO. IN BROCHURE BOX 
AT 415 NO. CHORRO 543-8370
4 Bedroom house close to Poly 
$1,200 per month security-lsl & 
Last 541-8496
ROOM FOR RENT IN 3-BDRM HOUSE 
VERY NICE CLOSE TO POLY. 
$280/MONTH, FOR MORE INFO. 
CALL CHRISTIAN 545-8275
Homes for Sale
FREE LIST of all HOUSES & CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO. Farrell Smyth Ft/E 
Steve Nelson***543-8370***
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No time to vacation in Hawaii
Mustangs try to extend longest winning 
streak of the season; disappointing 
Rainbows look to end four-game skid
By Anthony Po<lrotti
Special to tlie Doily
Riding the crest of a 
five-game winning streak, 
Cal Poly travels to Oahu, 
Hawaii to face the Univer­
sity of Hawaii in a three- 
game series beginning 
tonight.
The Mustangs (21-26) 
are coming off a three- 
game sweep of San Diego 
State last weekend in 
which the pitching staff al­
lowed just 11 runs in the 
series. Senior Shannon 
Stephens and Sophomore
R.J. Simone both had com­
plete game wins for Cal 
Poly and a solid pitching 
perform ance by Rob 
Croxall earned him a win 
in the final game Sunday.
Two months ago, when 
these two teams met at San 
Luis Obispo Stadium, Cal 
Poly swept a then 13th- 
ranked and undefeated 
Rainbows’ squad. The 
Mustangs offense pounded 
out 40 hits in the series off 
of Hawaii pitching. It was 
a tough wake up call for 
H a w a ii C oach  Les 
Murakami and his ball club
on the wet fields of SLO 
Stadium.
“It was hard to figure 
Cal Poly out that early in 
the season,” Murakami 
said, “But it was such a 
soaked field and bad 
weather conditions that I 
don’t think it was a true 
showing of our club.”
For Hawaii offensively, 
Chris Webb, Corey Ishigo, 
and Jody Napuunoa each 
had four hits and a home- 
run in the March series.
However, the Rainbows 
(27-24) who were swept by 
Sacramento State last 
weekend are losers of four 
straight.
But they are a strong 
team at home. On the 
mainland Hawaii is 3-13, 
but at Rainbow Stadium,
h\I 5
Standings
Western Division
# Fresno St.
CS Sacramento 
CS Northridge 
Cal Poly 
San Diego St.
Hawaii
# Clinched WAC Playoff berth 
Eastern Division 
BYU
New Mexico 
Grand Canyon 
Wyoming 
Air Force 
Utah
w L Pet. GB A L L  G AM ES W L Pet STR
19 8 .704 — Fresno St. 38 18 .679 L3
14 12 .538 41/2 CS Sacramento 26 25 .510 W4
13 13 .500 51/2 CS Northridge 27 27 .500 LI
13 14 .481 6 Cal Poly 21 26 .447 W5
11 15 .423 71/2 San Diego St. 28 24 .538 L4
9 17 .346 91/2 Hawaii 27 24 .529 L4
21 6 .778 „ BYU 35 21 .623 W3
20 7 .741 1 New Mexico 28 24 .538 W3
13 14 .481 8 Grand Canyon 19 40 .322 W2
9 15 .375 101/2 Wyoming 17 33 .340 L4
8 17 .320 12 Air Force 27 23 .540 L5
5 17 .227 131/2 Utah 13 35 .271 L2
BASEBALL
the team is 24-11.
For the Mustangs, their 
hottest hitter going into 
this weekend is junior third 
baseman R.J. Radler. The 
tran sfe r from Chabot 
Junior College was named 
Western Athletic Con­
ference Player of the Week 
this week.
In the three games 
against San Diego State, 
Radler was seven for 10 
with two doubles, two 
triples, a home-run, and 
eight runs scored.
“I feel like I’m getting to 
where I should have been 
all season long,” Radler 
said, “I just wish there 
were two months left in­
stead of two weeks.”
Sophom ore second 
baseman Andy Hall con­
tinues to lead all hitters 
with a .362 batting average 
and senior right fielder 
Bret Mueller is right be­
hind him, hitting .358.
Mueller has caught fire 
this last month and now 
leads the team in hits(67), 
triples(6), home-runs(5X 
and runs batted in (42). 
Junior Jeff Marsten holds 
steady with a .333 batting 
average and sophomore Jon 
Macalutas is hitting .313 
with 30 runs scored.
“Price is obviously doing 
a good job with his team, if 
they went down and beat 
up San Diego S tate ,” 
Murakami said, “That’s a 
very highly motivated team
m
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Sophomore first baseman Boyd Dodder and freshnxjn out­
fielder Tommy Louie have help^ lead the Mustangs to a five- 
game winning streak. /  Daily photo by L. Scott Robinson
and they definitely play 
above their talents.”
Cal Poly coach Ritch 
Price will stay with the 
same rotation he used in 
last weekend’ series.
Friday, Stephens (6-5, 
3.91 ERA) will take the 
mound. Simone (6-5, 3.91 
ERA) will pitch Saturday,
and Croxall (5-3, 5.64 ERA) 
will pitch the final game on 
Sunday.
Cal Poly is currently six 
games back of Western 
Division leader Fresno 
State — which has clinched 
a playoff spot — while 
Hawaii is in last place in 
the standings 9 games 
back.
Jordan reverts to old jersey Court judges unimpressed
with baseball’s new lawyer
By Mikt Node!
Aggialed Press___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
DEERFIELD, 111. — Michael Jordan 
simply wanted to prove that he was still 
No. 23, the greatest basketball player on 
the planet, and didn’t care that he had to 
break NBA rules to do it.
Or he was superstitious. Or he was 
playing mind games with the Orlando 
Magic. Or he was playing money games 
with the adoring masses who had been 
buying new No. 45 Chicago Bulls jerseys 
by the millions. Or he wanted to wear a 
number that had been retired into the 
United Center rafters.
Or ...
“He just told me he feels more comfort­
able in it, and anything that Michael feels 
comfortable with is fine with me,” Bulls 
Vice President Jerry Krause said 
Thursday, the day after the world’s most
famous athlete found yet another way to 
grab attention — by switching his uniform 
number from 45 to 23.
For the fourth consecutive day, Jordan 
wasn’t talking to the media, leaving 
reporters and a public full of inquiring 
minds wondering exactly why he made the 
switch before Wednesday’s 104-94 playoff 
victory over the Orlando Magic.
The NBA on 'Thursday fined the Bulls 
$25,000 for failing to report the change 
before the game. 'The league also fined Jor­
dan $5,000 for wearing white sneakers 
with black trim instead of the black shoes 
his teammates wore.
‘We can’t have a situation where a 
player can decide every night what num­
ber he wants to wear,” NBA Deputy Com­
missioner Russ Granik said in a state­
ment. “Our policy is that you have to apply 
to the league when you want to change
See JORDAN, page 7
By Ronald Blum
Assockiled Press
NEW YORK — 'The new 
lawyer for baseball’s 
owners didn’t appear to 
convince a federal appeals 
court 'Thursday that it 
should overturn the injunc­
tion issued against the 
teams.
D ouglas L eslie , a 
University of Virginia law 
professor, met skeptical 
questioning from the 
three-judge panel of the 
2nd U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals.
'The judges didn’t say 
when they will issue their 
decision. 'The same panel 
rejected the owners’ at-
CSUN, UCLA up next 
for No. 24 Mustangs
1995 NBA Playoffs
E a s t e r n  C o n f e r e n c e
First Round Conference Conference 
Semifìnals Final
1 Orlando
Orlando
8 Boston
4  Charlotte
5 Chicago
W E S T E R N  C o n f e r e n c e
Conference Conference First Round 
Final Semifinals
San Antonio 1
San Antonio
Series tied
at 1-1
Chicago
Indiana
Atlanta
Indiana
3 New York
6 Cleveland
Series tied
at 1-1
New York
1995
NBA
b in a is
San Antonio
ieads 2-0
Denver 8
Seattle
LA Lakers LA Lakers 5
Phoenix
P h o e n i x
Phoenix
leads 1-0
Portland 7
Utah
H o u s t o n Houston 6
Daly Staff Report
Here is the story, 39 
games down and four to go 
— four of the most crucial 
games of the season as Cal 
Poly attempts to make a 
final surge at an NCAA 
playoff berth.
With Long Beach State 
on tap for an afternoon 
d o u b le -h e a d e r  todaySOFTBALL
preceding a t r ip  to 
Westwood tomorrow for two 
games with No. 1-ranked 
UCLA, the Mustangs 
(25-14) — ranked seventh 
in the Pacific Region — 
may assure themselves of a 
playoff spot by winning at 
least two of these games.
The NCAA selection 
committee will anounce the 
invitations for the 32 
team-tournament Sunday.
TOP 25
S O F T B A L L
K C O A C H 'S POLL T i
TIm  U S A  Today /  National Softball 
C o o d m  A u o d a tio n  Cooebos Top 25 
■ volod on by 20 Diviiion 1 co o d iM , 
raproMntina afl orooi of tho U S A .
1 lUcords o r« ikrough M o y  9 .
U M 1UM ■fono m .
1. Arizona (57-4) 448
2. UOA (41 U l 434
3. C5 fulorton (44-11) 382
4. UNIV (43-15) 394
5. Fratno Si. (46-17) 367
6. SW Loultkina (45-7) 363
7 . CS Norlliridg« (39-15) 351
8. CS Socromanlo |40-I2| 312
9. Michigan (42-10) 310
10. Florida Stato (53-11) 274
I I . Calllomia (37 18) 263
12. OUahomo Stato (33-14) 228
13. Howtaii (45-19) 227
14. Soulh Carolina (49-17) 212
15. Ktobrailui (42-18) 183
16. Nicholii Stato (55-7) 178
17. OUchoma (40-21) 168
18. Miuouri (48-17) 140
19. Wadii notan 
lltnoi<-a<icogo 
louiiiana Tacn
(46-21) 135
20. (47-12) 129
21. (40-12) 88
22. Princoton (44-8) 78
23. IlinoM Stata (40-11) 45
24. C d N i y a O (25-141 41
25. Norihwtatom (40-19) 38
tempt to stay the injunc­
tion.
“'They didn’t have the 
knowledge of all the briefs 
at that point,” said Leslie.
At the April 4 hearing 
on the stay request, chief 
judge Jon Newman and 
judges Ralph Winter and J. 
Daniel Mahoney were so 
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MUSTANGS
ISCHEDULE
Friday:
□ SOFTBALL: Cal Poly 
at CSU Long Beach, 
1/3 p.m.
□ BASEBALL: Cal Poly 
at the University of 
Hawaii, 7:00 p.m. 
Saturday
□  SOFTBALL: Cal Poly 
at UCLA, 1/3 p.m.
□ BASEBALL: Cal Poly 
at the University of 
Hawaii, 6:30 p.m.
□ TRACK & FIELD: 
Modesto Relays & 
Occidental Qualifying 
at Modesto.
Sunday
□ BASEBALL: Cal Poly 
at the University of 
Hawaii, 3:00 p.m.
